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Abstract
Chemistry shapes and creates the disposition of the world’s resources
and exponentially provides new substances for the welfare and hazard of
our civilisation. Over the history chemists – driven by social, semiotic
and material forces – have shaped the discipline, while creating a colossal
corpus of information and knowledge. Historians and sociologists, in turn,
have devised causal narratives and hypotheses to explain major events in
chemistry as well as its current status. In this Perspective we discuss the
approaches to the evolution of the social, semiotic and material systems
of chemistry. We critically analyse their reaches and challenge them by
putting forward the need of a more holistic and formal setting to modelling the evolution of chemical knowledge. We indicate the advantages
for chemistry of considering chemical knowledge as a complex dynamical
system, which, besides casting light on the past and present of chemistry,
allows for estimating its future, as well as the effects of hypothetical past
events. We describe how this approach turns instrumental for forecasting
the effects of material, semiotic and social perturbations upon chemical
knowledge. Available data and the most relevant formalisms to analyse
the different facets of chemical knowledge are discussed.

1

Introduction

Chemical knowledge, that is the encoded experiences enabling chemists and
chemistry –as a community– to solve problems as part of their adaptive behaviour, is instrumental to anticipate actions and their outcomes; and it is
dynamically modified in response to further experiences.1 Chemical knowledge
and its evolution2 not only matters to chemists interested in their disciplinary
past and future, it is of central scientific and societal importance, as chemistry
shapes and creates the disposition of the world’s resources [3], and lies at the
∗ restrepo@mis.mpg.de
† jjost@mis.mpg.de
1 This

definition is adapted from the broad definition of knowledge by Renn [1].
talk about the evolution of chemical knowledge, which is not related to the chemistry
of (biological) evolution, often called evolutionary chemistry [2].
2 We
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border of science, industry, welfare and hazard [3]. Chemistry doubles about
each 16 years its material output through publication of new substances [4] and
it is the most productive science in terms of number of publications3 (Figure
S1). Moreover, it has been instrumental in the rise of biochemistry, molecular
biology, material science and nanotechnology, to name but a few allied disciplines with their social and environmental impacts. Not surprisingly, Kant
found chemistry as a paradigm for the method of critical philosophy [7], as he
was astonished with the methods and logic of this science.4

1.1

Chemistry’s benefits of studying the evolution of its
knowledge

As discovering new substances is at the core of chemistry [12], analysing the
historical driving forces of this process may lead to detecting the suitable conditions for speeding up the exploration of the chemical space, which spans all
chemical species [4]. Although chemistry has had a stable 4.4% annual growth
rate of new chemicals since 1800 up to date, there have been periods of rapid exploration as that between 1870 and 1910, driven by the rapid growth of organic
chemistry [4], a period of “genesis of land and sea from chaos” [13]. During
this period chemistry became the largest discipline in terms of number of practitioners [14, 15] as a consequence, among others, of a fruitful academe-industry
alliance [16]. Under which conditions, if any, can one – temporarily or permanently – go beyond the historical 4.4%? Finding these conditions for particular
regions of the chemical space, such as the Lipinski space of oral-drug like substances, would have remarkable societal consequences. Can we learn from the
prolific 1870-1910 period? A time where the chemical social structure was appropriately adjusted to the complexities of the chemical space.
Chemists expand the chemical space mainly through chemical reactions,5
which they have historically tried to improve in terms of yields and more recently
by minimising the environmental hazard. The evolution of chemical knowledge
and, in particular, the analysis of the giant network of chemical reactions reported over the years in the literature indicates whether reactions are becoming
more efficient, for instance by reducing the number of steps to chemical targets, or by avoiding the use of toxic solvents. The analysis of the network also
indicates whether such anthropogenic wiring of substances through reactions
is becoming or not more similar to metabolic networks. These networks make
3 Solla Price already in the 1960s found chemistry as one of the disciplines of fastest growth
ever in terms of publications and abstracts [5]. Schummer confirmed it in the 1990s [6].
Chemistry is only surpassed by Engineering (Figure S1).
4 Kant’s thoughts about chemistry come from the common methods of analysis, separation,
purification, and synthesis shared by philosophy and chemistry [8]. His most famous statement
about chemistry is, however, Kant’s first position (1786) [8], which considers that chemistry
could never be a science, for it did not proceed from a priori principles and therefore was not
amenable to mathematisation. His model of chemistry at that time was Stahl’s phlogiston
chemistry [9]. Once Kant learned about Lavoisier’s new chemistry, he changed his mind [10];
that, however, is only documented in his work from the 1790s, which was not published during
his lifetime and only became posthumously available, and only translated into English in 1993
in an abridged version [8, 11].
5 New chemicals also come from extractions from natural products. However, we have shown
[4] that the role of synthesis, traditionally thought as important only after 1828 Wöhler’s
synthesis of urea, was a relevant source of new chemicals from the early years of the 19th
century.
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large use of their metabolites in a closed fashion such that reaction products
become substrates of other reactions and substrates are produced by several
reactions [17]. Is green chemistry actually making the two networks closer to
each other?
Analysing the evolution of chemical knowledge allows determining its stability and instability under perturbations. For example, chemistry’s annual output
of new substances is stable under social setbacks such as world wars, as after
an expected drop in war times, production followed a catching-up recovery phenomenon that contrasts with typical production delays of other sorts, such as
publication of abstracts in other disciplines [5].
Central for evolving systems is its capacity for innovation, that is novelty
with lasting influence. For example an innovative reaction is a chemical transformation rule that is new according to the chemical knowledge of a particular
time and that is used by the chemical community for a certain period of time,6
for example the Suzuki-Miyaura coupling, first reported in 1981 and of wide use
ever since.7 Studying the evolution of chemical knowledge allows determining
how innovation occurs, whether in a stochastic manner or rather whether it
is driven by internal or external factors of chemistry, or by the interaction of
both. Analysing the evolution of chemistry further allows quantifying the acceptance time of a chemical breakthrough and whether there is a critical number
of supporters for an idea/technology to be caught up8 .
Understanding the evolution of chemical knowledge facilitates the detection
of the conditions leading to knowledge crises such as the semiotic one of the
years before 1860, a period when the deluge of organic substances challenged
the nomenclature and the combinatorial capacities of the semiotics of chemical formulae. This crisis motivated the introduction of molecular structures as
semiotic icons and paper tools [22], which allowed for devising and synthesizing
substances difficult to foresee with the semiotics of formulae. Another crisis is
the current one, where traditional chemistry communication channels cannot
cope with the rapid output of scientific results. This has led to using new forms
of communication such as preprints, blogs, media posts and open-notebook initiatives, likewise it has favoured the mushroaming of predatory journals [23].9
This has been particularly evident through the new dynamics and publications
speeds caused by the COVID-19 pandemic [25, 26]. A particular semiotic crisis comes from the use of string molecular representations such as InChIs,10
which fail to encode non-organic molecules [28, 29] that despite being a tiny
portion of the known chemical space, are instrumental for the exploration of
the overpopulated organic region of the space [30].
As studying the evolution of chemical knowledge involves gauging the mech6 Some

of these reactions are discussed in [18, 19].
[20] it is argued that innovation for the chemical system entails devising new reactions
and substances that fall out of the scope of the available chemical knowledge, including known
reactions.
8 A related subject studied by sociologists of science and scientometricians is the case of
sleeping beauties [21]. That is, of influential subjects of a discipline requiring a certain time
(sleeping time) to be accepted by a community. The sleeping beauty entails a “kissing prince”
embodying the conditions around the acceptance of the sleeping subject. The question that
arises is whether sleeping beauties in chemistry hold general trends and whether the same is
true for kissing princes.
9 A detailed analysis of the current publication system is found in [24].
10 Interestingly, InChIs were motivated by the increasing complexity of molecular structures,
which make conventional naming procedures inconvenient [27].
7 In
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anisms leading to the emergence of macroscopic effects observed over the history
of chemistry, this entails modelling and estimating the future of chemical knowledge. This forecasting is inherently stochastic, providing probabilistic results,
such as determining the likelihood of having an innovative chemical reaction
given certain material, social and semiotic conditions. This contrasts with deterministic predictions such as when robots will replace chemists or whether
solar energy could efficiently split water into hydrogen and oxygen.11 Through
estimations, it can be better understood how the social structures influence
chemical knowledge and what the possible consequences may be, which in turn
suggests the actions the community needs to take to foster or to avoid such
consequences. For instance, one could determine the social conditions leading
to chemical weapons and the required adjustments to reduce this threat.
Estimating entails constructing a probability distribution on the basis of a
training set that is a random and incomplete representation of the systems constituting chemical knowledge (see next section). We have shown the difficulties
in estimating the number of new substances based on historical records of the
annual output of new chemicals [4]. The question that arises is what additional
information is needed to attain accurate estimations. We have recently found
that the annual output of new substances follows a memory process, which is
presumably related to the conservatism in chemistry [4]. This result suggests
that chemical knowledge, or at least the production of new chemicals, can be
modelled as a dynamical system whose evolution depends on the system’s own
history through the iterated application of an underlying dynamical rule. The
challenge now is determining such a rule.
Estimations also involve determining the suitable reaction conditions to discover regions of the chemical space, where strange substances of presumably
unexpected properties are located. This entails going beyond the synthesis
planning to produce substances that somehow are expected according to the
available chemical knowledge. Vitamin B12 [32] was a challenge not because of
its associated weird molecular structure, but rather because of the difficulty it
posed to the synthetic knowledge of the 1970s. Chemists need to devise substances impossible to foresee with the chemical knowledge of their times and
to link those chemicals to suitable reaction conditions leading to them, even if
those conditions are outside the known possibilities.
Another facet of understanding the evolution of chemical knowledge is that it
allows testing historical hypotheses. Traditionally, historical narratives assume
a causal model leading to the target historical facts. Such narratives can be
proposed, discussed and disputed, but because they depend on a qualitative
and subjective selection, weighting and interpretation of facts, they are difficult
to verify or refute. Take the case of the formulation of the periodic system.
Was it the result of the chemical genius of Meyer and Mendeleev?12 Was it a
consequence of the known chemical space by the mid 19th century?13 Through
11 Gell-Mann provides a clear example in [31] of how historical data convey reliable estimations even if the workings of the estimated historical process are unknown. In Gell-Mann’s
example, the process is “the average distance covered in a day of travel using a vehicle, taking
into account the mix of transport modes,” which include travel on horseback or by horsedrawn coach, as well as railway, automobiles and airplanes. The result is that such a distance
has exponentially increased over the last two centuries with a stable growth rate [31].
12 Here, aspects of the chemical community play a major role, for example with the nationalistic overtones justifying “a” discoverer of the system [33].
13 It has been claimed [34] that the 1860s were the ripe moment to devise the system.
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a quantitative data analysis, the validity of this statement can be assessed, and
this should then also explain also why Döbereiner or Gmelin did not formulate
the periodic system decades earlier. We have shown how large amounts of
chemical data, combined with mathematical and computational tools lead to
solving these questions [35]. As it turns out, the periodic system was a very likely
outcome of the strongly biased chemical space towards organogenic elements
[35]. The same methods used to analyse the rise of the periodic system can
be used to analyse the evolution of the periodic system and to estimate its
future [33]. This, likewise, makes it possible to test chemical theories with an
augmented set of facts, which contrasts with the few data that came along with
the theories in the past. This has been the case, for example, in a recent analysis
of Pauling’s rules about crystal structures [36]. Hence, modelling the evolution
of chemical knowledge goes beyond the assessment of historical narratives, it
embraces estimating the future of chemical knowledge and the validity of its
theories.14

2

Modelling the evolution of chemical knowledge

The 18th century mathematician and philosopher Johann Heinrich Lambert
was perhaps the first person to conceive a general theory of systems [38], and he
distinguished intellectual, intentional, and material systems. That distinction
is still meaningful today, and so, for our analysis of the evolution of chemical
knowledge, we distinguish between a semiotic, a social, and a material system.
It is our basic claim that chemical knowledge emerges from the interaction of the
social, semiotic and material systems of the discipline.15 By systems we mean
sets of related objects [41]. The evolution of chemical knowledge cannot be
properly understood from the isolated analysis of a single one of these systems,
nor from their binary interactions. We rather need to combine the analysis of
the systems and their interactions with the analysis of their ternary simultaneous relation (Figure 1). The theory of complex systems provides us with an
appropriate formal framework for this purpose as it regards the emergence of
macroscopic phenomena as the product of multiple relations caused by simple
dynamical rules [42]. Importantly, we need to understand the interplay between
the structure and the dynamics of these systems for a comprehensive picture of
the evolution of chemical knowledge as a dynamical complex system.
As a complex system [43], chemical knowledge production tends to be simple
while drawing upon more and more complex environments. That is, chemical
knowledge maximises its external complexity and minimises its internal complexity. For example, chemists began extracting substances from complex objects of an external world such as plants and animals. When chemical knowledge
14 Another example of use of data to generate models and to test them against historical
facts was reported by Schummer when analysing the possible causes of the exponential growth
of chemical production [37].
15 The thesis that scientific progress results from the interaction of three systems is put
forward and developed in [39, 40], where the interacting systems are the social, the material
and the epistemic ones. Our setting is different because we consider the semiotic system into
account. What we call the material system of chemistry includes aspects of both epistemic
and material systems in the setting reported in [39, 40].
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Figure 1: Evolving chemical knowledge as made of the simultaneous interaction of its three systems. Pairwise relations are indicated by continuous lines.
Dashed lines represent relations of the systems of chemical knowledge with the
external environment. The evolution of the system is indicated by the temporal
dimension. Several historical objects of the constitutive systems of chemical
knowledge are also depicted.
evolved, most substances were synthesized internally, that is providing new substances for the system became technically easier and conceptually better structured. Hence, providing new substances became an internally controlled and
thereby considerably simplified process for the system. This in turn enabled a
considerable complexity gain of the chemical system.
Complexity measures constitute suitable proxies for analysing the evolution
of chemical knowledge. For instance, a crisis of chemical knowledge could be
associated with situations where the internal complexity of chemistry is not
able to handle its external complexity, forcing a reorganisation and a transition.
This leads to ponder, for instance, whether routine research is associated to
periods where external complexity is higher than internal complexity. As an example, does the recently found regime of chemical production of new substances
between 1860 and 1980 [4] correspond to routine research?

2.1

The social system of chemical knowledge

Chemists interact, cooperate and compete, and this is organised and canalised
by formal or informal institutions. The objects of the social system of chemical knowledge involve actors such as people, institutions and computational
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objects such as robots and artificial intelligence technologies.16 The objects of
this system, held together by economical, political, cultural, academic and other
relations constitute the social system of chemistry. This system is the basis for
the social perception of chemistry, at a large social scale, and to the self image
of chemists [48]. The social system relates to ethical issues [49],17 such as the
moral of chemical synthesis, chemical weapons research, environmental pollution, chemical accidents, unintended bad “side-effects,” moral issues related to
the improvement of material conditions of life by chemical means, and freedom
of research. Moreover, whether chemistry should advance for the sake of humans
or for the very sake of chemical knowledge [50].18 Another social aspect related
to the evolution of chemical knowledge is the collective action problem; that
is, how social actors, who could cooperate for the sake of chemical knowledge,
decide not to do it because of conflicting interests, for example scientific rivalry
or industrial secrecy.19

2.2

The semiotic system of chemical knowledge

Chemistry is a system for the generation, organisation and transmission of scientific knowledge. Chemists, like other scientists, perceive objects and processes
through or as signs, and form signs to interpret and communicate their findings,
and to express the systematic relations they discover. A sign here combines a
signifier and a signified and relates it to a referent, and an organised system of
signs is a semiotic system. Knowledge, therefore strongly depends upon its semiotic systems, as they constitute the instrument to explore the world [53]. The
semiotic system of chemistry is made of the signs chemists see, smell and feel
before, during and after experimentation, as well as the signs used to communicate or elaborate upon experimentation [54, 55]. Hence, the semiotic objects
of chemistry are secondary qualities [56, 12], chemical, physical and biological
properties,20 alchemical symbols, reactions, tables, roman alphabetic symbols
16 In fact, the social role of artificial intelligence technologies was recently discussed at the
US Patent and Trademark Office as a consequence of patent applications for devices created
by software [44]. Another instance of the social role of artificial intelligence is the publishing of
chemical literature without human edition and only based on data-driven analyses of reported
literature [45]. These examples complement the ongoing robotisation of chemical synthesis
[46, 47].
17 In this respect, Schummer has set up the basis for moral judgements of synthetic chemistry
in a public discourse and the framework for chemists to reflect upon the moral relevance of
chemical activities [50].
18 Interestingly, basic notions of ethics, such as responsibility; can be modelled as directed
hypergraphs (Methods). In general, x is responsible for y to z, where x is a subject or agent of
responsibility, y are the consequences of x’s actions (or omissions) and z is the institution to
which x feels or are made obliged to justify its actions related to y [50]. Then, responsibility is
modelled as two binary directed relations: x → y and x → z. As x, y and z may be subsets, the
most general framework for responsibility is a model of two directed hypergraphs, {x} → {y}
and {x} → {z}. Two examples of responsibility are: Djerassi is responsible for contraception
to humanity. Or the United States Chemical Warfare Service (as an institution made of a set
of people) is responsible for Napalm to humanity [51]. A further example showing the different
levels of chemical responsibility is that of a synthetic chemist being responsible for his/her
synthetic product or for his/her chemical knowledge to the synthetic chemistry community,
to the chemistry community at large and to the society.
19 An issue related to current cooperation is that of bias when declaring contributions to
scientific work [52].
20 Locke’s secondary qualities [56] and properties, for example of substances, come from
observing the interaction of these materials with their environments. Thus, chemical prop-
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for elements, formulae, classes of substances and of reactions, atoms, bonds,
molecular structures, reaction mechanisms, text, diagrams, spectra, potential
energy surfaces, laboratory instruments, theories and others.
Semiotic objects build up the semiotic system through relations such as the
association of secondary qualities to substances, or of biological properties to
molecular structures in Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationship studies,21
or through building meaning by incorporation of context. This latter relation
is pointed out by Weininger through the formula H2 O, which may represent a
substance, a molecule, clusters of them, a condensed phase, an acid or a base,
a nucleophile or an electrophile and this is only determined by recurring to the
accompanying descriptive text as provider of context.

2.3

The material system of chemistry

Chemical knowledge concerns substances and reactions among them, as they are
discovered and utilised and their properties are explored. As chemists witness,
devise, control and theorise upon substances and their transformations; semiotic
and material systems are strongly related to each other. For example, properties are semiotic objects as they are observed and used as communication tokens
by chemists. Properties also emerge in the material system, as they result, for
example from the relation between substances, measurement devices and theories underlying measurements. The semiotic objects of substances, reactions
and their classifications can only result from the experimentation upon substances. Atoms, bonds and molecules are examples of semiotic objects resulting
from chemical experiments, which were subsequently, through more experimental evidence, introduced as material objects and have motivated the rise of novel
semiotic objects [22], for instance reaction mechanisms. Hence, the objects of
the material system are substances, reactions, atoms, bonds, molecular species,
materials (including organised materials such as plants and animals), reaction
conditions and the technologies used to interact with those objects, from chemistry glassware up to automatised spectroscopic devices and robots for chemical
synthesis.22 Objects of the material system are held together by chemical reactions, 23 measurements upon substances and associations between substances
or molecular species and materials where they are extracted from.
erties result from the mutual interaction of substances; physical properties, from mechanical
forces and electromagnetic fields acting upon substances; and biological properties from the
interaction of substances with living systems [12].
21 If molecular structures are iconic objects, Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationship
(QSAR) studies entail a map between the semiotic and the material system. If molecular
structures are regarded as objects of the material system (see below), then the QSAR mapping
is an internal map of the material system.
22 When describing the social system of chemical knowledge we have discussed how robots
and artificial intelligence technologies are also part of that system.
23 Networks of chemical reactions giving place to new functions such as life, are also relations
considered by the material system; which are currently studied under the name of systems
chemistry [57].
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3

Evolution of the constitutive systems of chemical knowledge

Our analysis of chemical knowledge as a complex dynamical system begins with
the evolution of its three subsystems, then moves to the binary interactions
between them and finally investigates the ternary relation among them.

3.1

Evolution of the social system

Scientific paradigms spread, become dominate and eventually die out in social
systems [58, 59]. The perspective developed here, however, suggests a more refined picture than that of thought collectives [58] or paradigm shifts [59]. In fact,
we look at the interactions between three different systems, the social, the semiotic and the chemical one, with their own intrinsic dynamics. Social processes,
semiotic conventions, and chemical discoveries drive each other. In this section,
we shall look at the social system. The social system evolves not only because
people play their social role but because some of them, such as Lavoisier, Liebig,
Kekulé or Woodward, have created new schools of thought, and such schools
may dominate the scientific thinking for a while, both because of their intrinsic
insights and because the leaders have obtained influential positions in the social
system. These influences are therefore related to scientific luminaries’ lifespan.24
It has been found that once luminaries pass away, their scientific fields surge
by the multidisciplinary ideas of newcomers [61]. Even though single prominent
scientists do not constitute collectives of their own, they may lead them, because their scientific success assures them social positions with many followers.
In this way, luminaries may become gatekeepers regulating access to others and
driving the evolution of their fields [61].
Other social structures contribute to the evolution of the social system, for
example new organisational structures associated with chemical practice have
shown up, ranging from isolated alchemists to 19th century chemists, who combined teaching and research in more collaborative laboratory practices. Further
organisational structures involve interactions of chemists with academic and industrial players, as well as with artificial intelligence technologies. This social
evolution has also been attached to national and international competition and
has responded to social demands such as procuring work protection or developing chemical products to improve national economies or to assist their military
purposes. The ongoing computerisation of chemical activities relates to new
social structures for chemistry, which involve not only more interdisciplinary
teams but the appearance of non-human actors in the system, for example in
the robotisation of chemical synthesis [46, 47] and in the analysis and synthesis
of chemical literature [45].

3.2

Evolution of the semiotic system

Over the course of history, chemistry has developed several intricate symbolisms,
each adapted to the chemical knowledge of its time, encoding that knowledge,
24 Once Max Planck stated that “A new scientific truth does not triumph by convincing its
opponents and making them see the light, but rather because its opponents eventually die,
and a new generation grows up that is familiar with it” [60].
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and thereby profoundly shaping chemical thinking. Although since the times
of Lavoisier, chemistry no longer has gone through such dramatic periods as
other sciences like physics or biology, its semiotic system witnessed perhaps
more profound changes than those of most other disciplines. At the same time,
it participated in general trends of the semiotic system of science as a whole.25
Thus, besides the semiotic evolution of science evidenced in the transitions from
Latin to French, German and currently to English as languages of science, there
are subtle issues pertaining to the semiotic system of chemistry. The central
question has always been how to have signifiers that express the essence of the
signified, which, coupled to the social dynamics of the advance of chemistry,
become the causes of the evolution of the semiotic system of chemistry. For instance, 18th century affinity tables depicted information about reactions26 and
they gave place to systems emphasizing substances and currently molecules.
Affinity tables are collections of ordered sets of reactions with substances identified by alchemical symbols [66], which moved to an algebra of classes of substances and to a new system of nomenclature introduced by Lavoisier [67]. The
dawn of the 19th century turned substance constitution central for the semiotic system, with elements represented by roman alphabetical characters27 and
compound constitution by an algebraic system of elements, a turn championed
by Berzelius [22]. By mid-19th century the system moved to a topological system of atoms and bonds, that is of molecular structures, which is currently
combined with a geometric system associated to crystallography and quantum
chemical results. The semiotic of substances began with linguistic signs, such
as substance names, and moved to iconic signs as molecular structures [54]. Interestingly, the computational era directs the semiotic system back to text signs
as evident in the use of SMILES and InChIs to identify compounds.28
Chemists, perhaps motivated by their desire of unveiling new substances,
traditionally report positive results, that is reactions leading to target products. However, behind those successful stories, lots of failed reactions lie on lab
notebooks. Chemists experiment much more than what they report and the
community, after decades of concern [68, 69, 70], has begun to handle negative
experiments or dark reactions. This awareness has led to the introduction of
failed reactions, and its associated metadata such as reaction conditions, into the
semiotic system. Evidence of this move is the open-notebook science initiative
[70], where experimental results are posted, commented and discussed in blogs
and wikis. Also leading journals [71] are moving in the direction of reporting
failed reactions along with successful ones. The hand-in-hand use of failed and
successful reactions is not only related to completeness of the super structure
25 With this we do not mean that chemistry has not had post-Lavoisian watershed events.
Other examples include the development of atomic theory leading to the universal adoption of
structural chemistry thinking [62], a movement that started at the dawn of the 19th century
and that still shapes the chemical way of thinking and of addressing the material world.
26 An interesting approach to chemical formulae as bearers of relational information in chemical reactions is that of Brodie [63, 64], who claimed that the chemical question is not what
water is but how it behaves during interaction with other substances [65]. Similar transitions from an essentialist to an operationalist perspective can also be seen in other scientific
disciplines.
27 On an alternative system of symbols for chemical elements, see for instance the Greek
symbols used by Brodie in his calculus of chemical operations [63, 64].
28 InChI philosophy is based on the hierarchical incorporation of several of the modern
semiotic layers of substance identification, from molecular structures to structures isotopically
labelled, or at the level of stereochemistry.
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of reactions associated to the chemical space,29 it has also proven instrumental
for the production of particular chemical targets [72].
In a linguistic framework, the evolution of the semiotic system can be regarded as the evolution of a language [73], that is based on grammatical rules.
These rules change based upon cultural evolution such that they compete with
each other making that new rules rise while old ones fade away [74]. For instance,
in the Lavoisian-Berzelian system, grammars ruled over formulae producing new
formulae of the language. Likewise, the current language of chemistry is based
on grammars operating over molecular structures (see Methods).
Although the chemical semiotic system has strongly evolved in the direction
of an ontology of substances and molecules,30 the historical ontological question
of chemistry still remains: is chemistry about substances or about reactions?
[75]. Historical supporters of the ontology of reactions are Geoffroy [54], Brodie
[76], and more recently Earley [77, 78, 79, 80], van Brakel [81], and Stein [82],
with Schummer providing an interesting ontology for chemistry based on substances and reactions in a network of dynamical relations, where substances
and reactions mutually define each other at the experimental and theoretical
level [75]. This is the approach we take here, which can be formalised through
category theory,31 where objects are defined by their relations [84].

3.3

Evolution of the material system

A recently found evidence of evolution of the material system is the detection
of three clearly demarcated statistical regimes in the production of new chemicals over the history [4]. Besides the expansion of the chemical space, other
evidences of the evolution of the material system come from changes in chemical instrumentation and in concepts of substances and reactions. For example,
the idea of chemical reaction has changed from macroscopic substances tied by
affinities to microscopic ensembles of atoms undergoing dynamical electrostatic
interactions [27]. New ontological species have appeared, such as reaction intermediates,32 mechanical bonds [86], nanostructures and concepts like transition
states and HOMO-LUMO gaps. Variation of reaction conditions have expanded
the conventional chemical possibilities of reactive partners such as amines and
carboxylic acids [87] and extreme regimes of pressure and temperature [88] have
led to compounds with unconventional stoichiometries [89]. The very identification of substances have evolved, as ideas on the essential properties of substances
have changed over the history.33 Initially, the identity of a substance was based
on composition and chemical analysis and synthesis, with physical, chemical and
29 By “super structure of reactions” we mean the wiring of the chemical space through
chemical reactions, which formally can be either successful, that is linking some substances
(substrates) with others (products); or unsuccessful (failed or dark reactions), proving that
under the conditions of experimentation, it is not possible to link the substrates in question
with any other substance of the chemical space.
30 Weininger claims that the rise of organic chemistry in the 19th century was marked by
a semiotic preoccupation with signs themselves, weakening the reciprocity between sign and
experiment.
31 For an introduction, see for instance [83].
32 To the reactive intermediates, such as radicals, diradicals, carbenes, carbocations, carbanions, and zwitterions, entropic intermediates are now added [85].
33 Chemists have always sought for a reduced set of properties allowing them to apply the
Leibnizian principle of the identity of the indiscernibles, where any two substances are said to
be the “same” insofar as they hold the same essential properties [90].
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secondary properties playing a major role [90]. Then, the advent of structural
theory turned molecular structure as the essential property of substances by assuming a one-to-one relationship between substances and structures [91]. This
move to structures occurred hand-in-hand with the means to determine them,
initially through chemical means, and after the 1950s through spectroscopic
techniques [90].
Another instance of the evolution of the material system is through the
evolution of the chemical laboratory [92], which includes the evolution of the
technologies used to explore the behaviours of substances and to produce new
ones. Chemists have moved from furnaces and distillation apparatus to Bunsen
burners, spectroscopic and robotic devices. These technologies have also influenced the scales and speeds of work, ranging from human to micro scales and
from days to milli, femto and attoseconds as currently allowed by lab-on-a-chip,
microfluidic, high-throughput techniques [93, 94, 95, 96], as well as femto and
attochemistry methods [97, 98]. The evolution of the laboratory also shows
the interaction between the social and the material systems, where alchemical,
metallurgical, agricultural and pharmaceutical interests shaped laboratories and
where the rise of chemistry as an academic and professional discipline influenced
the size and purposes of these spaces [92].

4

Binary interactions between systems

As expected, the dynamics of the three systems are not independent of each
other. Semiotic conventions express and organise knowledge about substances
and reactions, and they are invented, codified and transmitted by social actors.
The surprising results of new discoveries in turn are understood within new
semiotic principles and rules, and they bring new social actors to the fore.
Semiotic principles guide the exploration of the chemical space. And chemistry,
like other fields, is of course socially organised.
We shall now discuss some more concrete examples of such interactions.
Besides the discussed vibrant dynamics between the material and the semiotic
systems, some particular examples of this interaction are Kekulé’s benezenoid
hexagons [99]; Markush structures [100] indicating backbone commonality of
molecular structures; the adoption of “Pol” or a filled dot or sphere as a quasielemental symbol, as H and C are, to represent a resin in Merrifield’s solid phase
synthesis [101, 102]; and Stoddart’s molecular representations where Kekulean
hexagons incorporate a solid internal circle (full moon) and are coloured according to their molecular connectivity and to their electron-poor/rich recognition
units [86]. Thus, Kekulé, Markush, Merrifield and Stoddart become some instances of the interaction between the social and the semiotic system of chemistry. Further examples include Berzelian formulae [22, 103] and molecular structures, including Stoddart’s ones, which have led chemists to explore particular
regions of the chemical space. The relationship between the material and the
social systems is evident, for example in the pharmaceutical companies created
from the chemistry of dyes and the chemical knowledge of apothecaries. Likewise, the deluge of organic chemicals influenced the creation of new academic
programs and of specialised research laboratories [92]. The social system also
motivated developments in the material system, for example through Lavoisier
and his nomenclature or through Berzelius and his formulae, which were taken
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by chemists as guides to explore the chemical space. Other examples include
the anthropogenic fashion in which the chemical space has been explored, where
preferences for starting materials [4] and reactions [18] bias the possibilities of
exploration [4, 20], leaving some regions of the space essentially empty, while
heavily populating others by similar compounds [4, 104, 105, 106].34 Another
instance of anthropogenicity is the synthesis of nanoputians [107] as exemplars
of anthropomorphic molecules. A further case of the social and material interaction is the rise of prophetic substances, that is compounds discussed in the
literature that have not been synthesized or extracted [108].
In the material and social relationship, Gmelin and Beilstein were also central as they spread and systematised chemical knowledge through their colossal Handbooks. A further example is the role chemical societies have had in
the evolution of chemical knowledge. Some of them are the Deutsche Chemische Gesellschaft, merged with the Verein Deutscher Chemiker into the current
Gesellschaft Deutscher Chemiker at the dawn of the 20th century [15]; and the
American Chemical Society created at the end of the 19th century. As Gmelin
and Beilstein, these societies are instrumental for spreading chemical knowledge
through their communication channels, including scientific journals.

5

Differences among the constitutive systems of
chemical knowledge and their temporalities

Although the three systems that make chemical knowledge evolve, their formal
structures and temporal dynamics are different. The social system is composed
of networks, since there are different ways of cooperation and transmission of
knowledge. The system changes over time, as not only new scientists enter, but
also old ones retire or die. The professional social structure itself may change,
from the establishment of large research laboratories in academia and industry
in the 19th century to the role of the Internet for scientific communication. As
the semiotic system encompasses rather heterogeneous components and aspects,
its formal modelling requires flexibility, for example by applying partial order
structures, as well as algebraic and topological ones along with hypergraphs (see
Methods). Changes in the semiotic system sometimes are more or less complete
replacements of established signs or research practices. The material system can
be modelled as a directed hypergraph of substances, reactions and associated
technologies that grows in time, where neither substances nor reactions have
disappeared during the last two centuries, as chemical knowledge is preserved
in repositories and transmitted across generations through established teaching
and research practices operating in social networks.
Likewise, the coupling of the systems of chemistry to external dynamics is
different. For instance, the fast dynamical material system is coupled to a slow
social system limited by the growth of the chemical community. In turn this
community is associated with other social constraints such as how appealing
studying chemistry has been over the course of history.35
34 It has been claimed that a possible way to explore the chemical space in an unbiased
manner is through algorithms capable of analysing the available chemical space, which when
coupled to robotic sensor arrays will unveil new regions of the space [20].
35 Schummer discusses the difficulties of estimating the size of the active chemical society
[37]. If to the society belong providers of new chemicals, then, from a historical perspective, not
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6

Environments of the constitutive systems of
chemical knowledge

The development of chemistry is coupled to that of other sciences. Atomism
was played back and forth between chemistry and physics [62]. And while originally biology had an important impact on chemistry as the source of many
substances, in the 20th century, chemistry in turn dramatically changed biological research. In general, as a complex system, chemical knowledge depends
on regularities of the environment for maintaining its internal structures and
processes. A straightforward part of the environment is given by the relation
of the social system of chemical knowledge with other kinds of knowledge, for
instance physical or biological (1). Thus, a social actor may take part in a social system producing chemical knowledge as well as physical and/or biological
knowledge. One may think of the National Science Foundation or the Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft supporting current chemical, physical and biological
projects, as well as monarchies and other forms of sociopolitical organisation
that have supported chemistry studies. Another part of the environment of
the chemical knowledge could be the semiotic system of physics and physiology,
where an interchange of signs and practices has taken place [110, 22]. Likewise,
physiology and biology have been recurrent sources of new substances for the
material system, and currently chemistry, in a very prolific partnership with
physics, is providing physics and engineering with materials of unprecedented
properties. How regular these contacts and interchanges with the environment
have been is the question to solve, as well as to assess its impact upon the evolution of chemical knowledge. The relations of the system of chemical knowledge
with the environment are represented with dotted lines in Figure 1.
A further part of the environment of the system of chemical knowledge is
its interaction with the social system at large, which includes the social system
of chemistry. This relation is evident, for example, in the contributions of
chemistry with its drug discovery output to steadily increasing life expectancy.
This is a symmetric relation, as social pressure leads to producing medicines with
the associated effect of emphasizing the exploration of a particular region of the
chemical space [105, 18]. Likewise, social demands led chemists to synthesize
fluorochlorocarbons as refrigerants with their devastating effects on the ozone
layer leading to environmental and health problems, which in turn motivated
further chemical research for alternative refrigerants.36 Another instance of this
interaction is evident through the social relevance of the Nobel prize, which
influences research funding and the scientific interests of new generations [111].
The relationship between the semiotic and the social system is evident through
the incorporation of chemical symbols and practices in daily life. For example
the iconic image of a scientist, actually a mad-scientist, is that of a chemist with
his/her white-coat and a test tube or a flask in his/her hands. The periodic table
is another case, which is regarded as an icon of science and the most celebrated
icon of chemistry [33]. The social system of chemistry has also influenced the
semiotics of the discipline, for instance through the biased negative image of
only chemists are to be included but apothecaries, miners, metallurgists and amateurs, among
others [109]; which cover the period before the establishment of chemistry as an academic
discipline in the 19th century.
36 Interesting discussions on the interaction between the social and the material system of
chemical knowledge are found in [48] and in the 2006 HYLE issues devoted to the subject.
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chemistry as a science producing pollutants and weapons, which has led to even
drop the word “chemistry” from new chemical specialities such as new materials,
nanotechnology and others [48].
Besides the importance of these studies to understand some particularities of
the separated role of each one of the three systems upon knowledge production,
there is no report of a combined approach, including the simultaneous action of
the three systems, to understand and model the evolution of chemical knowledge.37 This is the programme we put forward in the current document. In
the following sections we present the kinds and sources of data related to this
programme and the suitable formalisms to model chemical evolution.

7

Data

Highly reliable and large amounts of historical data are key to studying the
evolution of chemical knowledge. Studies addressing particular issues of this
evolution are not abundant mainly because of the lack of publicly available
data. However, in the present computational era large amounts of non-born
digital data such as printed historical records have been digitalised, which in
combination with born digital data of the present times constitute an excellent
corpus to analyse the evolution of chemical knowledge. In the following sections
we describe some of the available sources of information for each one of the
systems of chemical knowledge.

7.1

Material system

Likely the best documented and standardised system, although not publicly
available, is the material system, which began to be recorded, curated and annotated by leading figures such as Leopold Gmelin in 1817 and Friedrich Konrad
Beilstein in 1881/1882, with the creation of their respective Handbooks of Inorganic and Organic chemistry. They were complemented between 1830 and
1969 with the Chemisches Zentralblatt. The first two sources were digitalised
and merged in what is called today Reaxys, a large repository of chemical information that also includes weekly updates from 16,400 journals and patents.
The database is owned by Elsevier. Another source of information is SciFinder,
owned by the American Chemical Society, with daily updates. This latter includes the Chemisches Zentralblatt in digitalised form, which has been translated from German into English. Most of the original German issues of the
Zentralblatt are publicly available in electronic form in the Internet Archive
[112] and in several libraries linked to the German Wikipedia site of the publication [113].
Our particular experience analysing large amounts of chemical information
is with Reaxys, which for the material system provides information about substances and their properties; likewise about primary sources where these properties and the reactions reporting the use or production of the involved substances
are published. Information about reactions, along with reaction conditions is
37 There are also few studies on the interactions of chemistry with industry, politics, and
society [3]. One of these is a recent analysis and quantification of the role of World Wars upon
chemical production [4].
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also provided, that is temperatures, catalysts, pressures, solvents and reaction
times, among others.
Sources of information on failed reactions, besides the papers reporting them
in their supplementary material, are The All Results Journals: Chemistry and
the blogs and wikis of chemists associated to the open-notebook science movement. Richer sources of failed reactions are printed notebooks of chemical laboratories and graduate thesis, which need to be digitalised. Moreover, chemical
industry [114] electronic lab notebooks [115] constitute another source of information. Thus, although the information on failed reactions is out there,
digitalisation technologies need to be applied to the available printed sources,
which require developing standards and protocols for the annotation process
[116, 117, 118].

7.2

Social system

Databases such as Reaxys play also an important role for the social system of
chemistry. Through primary sources, Reaxys associates authors and institutions to substances, their properties, reactions and reaction conditions. The
bibliographic information allows gathering information on publication channels
(journals or patents) used to spread new chemical knowledge. We have analysed, for example, the rise and fall of certain journals in the publication of new
chemical substances since 1800 until now [4]. Other sources of chemical bibliographic information are the Web of Science [119] and Dimensions [120, 121],
which are databases conveying information about publications, authors, disciplines and subdisciplines, citations, references and affiliations, to name but a
few sorts of data.
An important complement to the bibliographic approach to estimate the size
of the chemical community over time requires the automatisation of traditional
methods used by historians. This requires selecting and prioritising possible
sources of information such as membership to chemical societies, at least in
Europe and North America and currently in Asia. Important sources of information in this direction are, for instance for the German chemical community,
the book of reference [14] and Johnson’s publications, such as [122]. For the
American chemical community, sources such as the Collective Author lndexes
of the American Chemical Society are instrumental. The social system of chemistry also requires gathering information about registered students for chemistry
studies, where repositories of universities are central.
Suitable sources of information for the role of the chemical industry in
the production of new chemicals and its relationship with the academic world
are chemical companies archives, for example of Bayer-Leverkusen and BASFLudwigshafen, to name but a few of the pivotal companies working in close
collaboration with academics in the 19th century. The organisation of the information related to the chemical industry must consider the merging and splittings of companies, which is well documented in the weekly issues of Chemistry
& Engineering News and spans the salient aspects of the chemical industry
since 1923. For the period before, especially the 19th century, the Zeitschrift
für Angewandte Chemie is a suitable source of information. The successful
gathering of this information, its curation and annotation requires the expertise
and methods of specialised historians, which need to be combined with suitable
optical character recognition methods for the digitalisation of printed archives.
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Another source of information is the International Institute of Social History
[123], whose databases offer, for example, information on thousands of occupational titles from countries and languages around the world from the 16th to
the 20th century. Clio Infra [124] also holds interconnected databases containing
worldwide data on social, economic, and institutional indicators for the past five
centuries, with special attention to the past 200 years. In particular, excellent
data sources for historical prices of starting materials are the corporate archives
and the catalogues of fine chemicals such as those of Aldrich, for instance, for
non-born digital information of our current times.

7.3

Semiotic system

Although there are some studies on the semiotics of chemistry for some particular periods [125, 55, 22, 54], there is no suitable and complete database for
the evolution of semiotics in chemistry. Reaxys and SciFinder, as well as the
Chemisches Zentralblatt are important sources of these data, as they gather
the nomenclature, signs and relations of those objects used by chemists over
history. Here close collaboration with historians of chemistry and linguists is
required, whose methods are needed to extract data and to build up temporal
networks of concepts, for example. Current sources of born-digital chemical
semiotic information [126] are the blogs and wikis of the open-notebook science
movement, which is not only devoted to the synthetic activity in chemistry but
to other areas such as analytical and theoretical chemistry [116, 127]. Even if
these data are already in electronic form, the creation of dynamical databases is
a must, which require protocols and normalisation to turn the information into
an actual source for semiotic studies in chemistry.

8

Methods

The varied and heterogeneous nature of the formalisms discussed in this section constitute suitable tools to analyse the evolution of chemical knowledge.
Nonetheless, nothing restricts the application of other theories or methods, let
alone the development of new ones to treat the particularities of chemical knowledge.38

8.1

Hypergraphs

Network analysis is one of the best developed fields in complex systems theory
[130]. Traditionally, networks are modelled as graphs, and therefore include only
relationships between pairs of elements. Currently, an extension is under intensive development: hypergraph models. These structures model relationships
among sets, which may or not hold internal structure. We model the evolution
of chemical knowledge as a dynamical hypergraph [131] made of the simultaneous relationship among the three systems (structured sets) of chemistry (Figure
1). Hypergraphs [132] or, in general, hyper networks [133], also model each
38 Some examples of mathematical methods and theories developed to solve chemical questions are discussed in [128]. For some current mathematical theories of application in chemistry
see [129] and specialised journals such as MATCH Communications in Mathematical and in
Computer Chemistry and the Journal of Mathematical Chemistry.
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one of the compounding systems of chemical knowledge. In a hyper network
the objects that are related are not restricted to only binary relations. A compelling chemical example is the use of hypergraphs to model reactions [134, 135].
When modelled through graphs, the notion of starting materials fades away as
well as the notion of products, as these important set-theoretical notions are
disregarded [136, 137]. In contrast, the hypergraph setting considers relations
among subsets, that is, the set of substrates leads to the subset of products while
keeping the identity of the individual substances.39 Importantly, mathematical
concepts should be developed for directed hypergraphs [134, 135, 138], as chemical reactions have their natural direction from substrates to products. Another
instance of hypergraphs in chemistry is the recent formalisation of the periodic
system of chemical elements as an ordered hypergraph, where similar elements
are grouped in subsets, which are ordered according to the order relationships
of the chemical elements [139]. Likewise, hypergraphs can also be applied to
define challenging concepts such as aromaticity. In this setting benzene, for
instance, is defined as a set of six equivalent carbon-hydrogen bonds, where the
six carbon atoms form an equivalence class of atoms. Hypergraphs can also
model the social system of chemical knowledge, where chemists may belong to
universities or to industries, or both, but they need to retain their identity for
further analyses. Institutions are sets of individuals in this setting. Likewise,
every co-authored paper defines a set of authors and a collaboration network
therefore depicts relationships among individuals while providing relevant information on the sizes of the publications (number of authors). At the semiotic
level, hypergraphs also turn central, as, for example, only binary relationships
among semiotic objects such as words are unable to provide meaning.
To analyse the evolution of hypergraphs, suitable statistics describing their
dynamics come into play. Only through these statistics quantitative statements
about hypergraph evolution can be gauged as a consequence of the enormous size
of the networks associated to the chemical knowledge.40 Statistics for traditional
networks abound, for instance degree distributions, betweenness centrality, spectra of the graph Laplacian, curvatures and several others [140]. Although there
are some for hypergraphs [141], such as vertex and hyperedge degrees, clustering coefficients, spectral properties [132] and, more recently, curvatures [134],
further statistics have to be developed to attain a complete characterisation of
the evolution of chemical knowledge.
The theory of dynamical networks, which results from the interplay between
(hyper)graph theory and nonlinear dynamics [140], becomes instrumental for
these studies. In this setting, objects are endowed with time-dependent quantities which change and evolve according to dynamical rules, which involve not
only self-interactions, but also interactions with neighbouring objects. The aim
is understanding the global dynamics of the modelled system, which emerges
from the coupled system of dynamical equations resulting from the interactions.
39 Although there is still a binary relation, that one between substrates and products, the
main difference with the traditional approach of network theory is that substrates constitute
a set and products another one. The hypergraph relating these two sets can also be regarded
as a traditional directed graph, but this requires the introduction of a new vertex in the graph
for each reaction. In that representation, each individual substrate of a reaction leads to the
reaction and the reaction leads to each particular product.
40 For example, the chemical system accounts for more than 50 million chemical reactions and
about 25 million substances (Reaxys 2020, March). There are more than 6 million chemistry
papers published over the history of chemistry (Figure S1).
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Dynamical networks also consider how evolution rules shape the dynamics of a
network by allowing for dynamical network topologies. This formalism allows
studying couplings of interactions running on different time scales, where object dynamics are fast and the dynamics of the interaction parameters and the
global emerging dynamic are slow. Several examples of different temporalities of
interactions in the system of chemical knowledge were discussed in the previous
section. Dynamical networks can be also used to explore the topology of the
social system of chemistry and to assess to which extent such a topology permits
the presence of gatekeepers [61] for the rise of disciplines and the spread of ideas.
Such tools also enable us to better understand the emergence and diffusion of
innovations. In fact, innovations usually originate not in the centre, but rather
at the periphery of scientific networks [142].
Besides statistics characterising static stages of hypergraphs in their evolutive paths, generative models for the dynamics of these structures are required.
They involve, necessarily, random models to contrast with and more sophisticated ones involving particular features of each system to attain accurate dynamical models. Typical examples of these models for traditional networks include the Erdős–Rényi, Barabási–Albert and small world settings, among others
[130]. These generative models are required to quantify how different the chemical knowledge and its systems are from a random evolution and to pinpoint the
simplest model able to match the data on chemical knowledge.

8.2

Complexity measures

We have highlighted the importance of complex systems in the framework of
chemical knowledge, which requires defining complexity in chemistry and measuring it for the chemical knowledge and for its subsystems. Theoretical approaches to complexity address the following issues: i) How difficult it is to
generate or to describe a system/structure, ii) how difficult it is to understand
a system/structure and iii) to what extent a system is more than the sum of its
parts [143]. These approaches require selecting the relevant variables characterising chemical knowledge as a whole and selecting those describing each one of
the three systems. This entails building up large repositories of historical data,
as discussed in the previous section. The approaches to complexity also require
modelling the growth and evolution of chemical knowledge and of its systems.41
Therefore selecting the relevant statistical features of these models is crucial.
Once these statistics are selected, they can be incorporated into the general settings for measuring complexity [143, 145, 43]. Following iii), a set S of systems
to which complexity is to be measured and a set of parts D are assumed. Hence,
given a system, the process of extracting its parts is a mapping from S to D.
As the aim is contrasting whether the system is more than the sum of its parts,
another mapping is considered, in the reverse direction from D to S. The complexity measure for the system of interest then compares the system resulting
from the composition of these two mappings with the original one. If the two
systems coincide, then the whole equals the sum of its parts and the system is
said to display no complexity. Complexity is quantified through deviation from
that state [143]. In this setting, each of the systems of chemistry, including the
41 As Epstein and Axtell argue [144], we could approach scientific explanation through the
growth of the system under study.
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whole system of chemistry, can be assigned a complexity value based on their
parts.42

8.3

Time series analysis

A key mathematical tool to analyse dynamical data is time series analysis [146,
147], which given a random temporal function makes it possible to forecast and
study trends [148], changes and evolving behaviours, for instance [149], as well
as to assess associations between temporal distributions of different provenance
[149]. This technique has been recently recognised by historians of science as
a suitable method to assist their narratives and to find causal relationships
[150]. A recent example of application of time series analysis to the evolution of
chemical knowledge was the quantification of the historical growth rate of the
annual output of new substances [4]. It was found that the process of reporting
new substances follows a heteroskedasticity model, that is, made of periods of
different variabilities, which we dubbed regimes.
When applying time series analysis methods to data of chemical knowledge,
the temporal differences of the data, discussed in a previous section, play an
important role. For example, publications before the digital era had regular
discrete outputs ranging from annual to weekly, a periodisation that is becoming more continuous with the advent of preprints servers and with the online
publication of papers right after acceptance, while proofs are edited. These
changes are to be taken into account not only for the semiotic and the social
system but for the material system, as it implies that records of use and production of substances and reactions are also becoming continuous.

8.4

Statistical physics methods

From a hypergraph perspective, chemical knowledge and its evolution can be
modelled as a multilayer (hyper)network, where (hyper)networks of the three
systems of chemical knowledge interact with each other. Statistical physics has
developed formalisms to model these networks at the level of graphs [151, 152]
and recent approaches move in the more general setting of hypergraphs [153].
Other relevant approaches of statistical physics include non-equilibrium phase
transitions studies and synchronization and other coordination patterns of network dynamics [154, 155, 156, 157]. In this setting, physicists, epidemiologists,
computer scientists and social scientists have modelled contagion processes, to
study the diffusion of viruses, knowledge and innovations [158]. Current settings
involve spreading dynamics in networks with objects driven by external factors
such as human behaviours [159].
The study of crises on the chemical knowledge and its systems is amenable
to modelling using percolation settings, for example to determine network robustness to attacks [130]. These methods may shed light on the structural
conditions making knowledge stable or rather the conditions facilitating periods of low innovation. Percolation may be used to pinpoint important chemical
concepts facilitating the connectivity, flow and growth of chemical knowledge,
which constitute mandatory concepts of any chemistry curriculum aiming at
42 More particular examples include measuring the complexity of chemical reactions, where
not only substances and reaction conditions are involved as parts of the system, but laboratories and their available technologies.
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incorporating the most relevant aspects of the chemistry of its time.43 These
methods can also assist the chemical industry and the synthetic community in
highlighting the effects of a shortage of fundamental substances such as acetic
anhydride, the most used substrate since the 1940s [4]. They are instrumental
also to take actions caused by the sudden demand of particular chemicals such
as hydrochloroquine [161] or remdesivir [162] for the treatment of COVID-19.
Likewise, in combination with curvature measures over reactions, crucial chemical reactions for reaching new corners of the chemical space can be detected.

8.5

Agent-based modelling

Complex systems feature emergent phenomena arising from interactions of individual objects. Agent-based models incorporate techniques from statistical
physics and concepts from network theory to model simple local interaction
patterns and to understand the emerging global complex dynamics. They thus
constitute a suitable framework to model emergent phenomena, where besides
simple rules of interaction among objects (agents), complex object behaviour
such as learning, rationality and adaptation can be incorporated.44 Agent-based
models allow for different coarse-graining levels of description. For example, the
effect of the social system upon evolution of chemical knowledge can be modelled
considering either persons, societies, educational systems or further objects of
the social system. An additional advantage is that all these description levels
may coexist in the model.
Agent-based models are instrumental for undertaking the estimations discussed in this document, which are based on previous knowledge of the evolution
of chemistry. For example, the flow of ideas and concepts or even of molecular
fragments and scaffolds. These models could be used to foresee the effects of
an overpopulation of highly qualified chemistry man-power, noting that widespread overqualification of a substantial part of a population has been associated
to periods of social instability [164]. Likewise, these models might be useful for
extending classical economic models and estimating the future prices of chemicals based on the dynamics of their introduction to the community and on their
early uses in scientific publications.45 In general, these estimations may cast
light on the future of chemical knowledge if the current features of its constitutive systems are kept or if these features follow the evolution of those of the last
regime, assuming regimes exist. Besides allowing for estimations, agent-based
models become relevant to test different competing narratives on the history of
chemistry. For example, whether the Lavoisian “revolution” was actually a disruptive and foundational event, or whether chemistry was already a discipline
before Lavoisier [166, 167, 168, 169]. These models equip historians with a tool
to convey rigorous, evidence-based narratives of what occurred in the past and
how those events shaped today’s chemistry.46 They can also be used to explore
43 Interesting thoughts about how chemistry curricula should cope with the rapid growth of
chemical knowledge are found in [160].
44 Agents’ behaviour may include memory or hysteresis, path-dependence, non-markovian
behavior, or temporal correlations [163].
45 An early work in this direction is [165], where prices of chemicals were modelled as a
function of their use. Here agent-based models may refine these models by regarding the
behaviour of the chemical market and the interactions of the agents, which may change their
behaviour in response to the dynamics of the market.
46 This comment is based on a plea to use agent-based models in archaeology [170]. A
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the possible outcomes of alternative events in the past.

8.6

Language theory

In previous sections we have discussed the importance of setting the semiotic
system as an evolving language, as well as how chemical reactions can be understood as grammars acting upon substances. Therefore a powerful theory for
the evolution of chemical knowledge is formal language theory, which provides a
mathematical description of language and grammar [172]. In general, a language
is formed on an alphabet, whose combinations into strings of alphabet characters produce sentences. The rules to come up with formally correct sentences
of a language are encoded in its grammar.
As the evolution of chemistry requires adjusting the historical study according to the evolving ontology of chemistry, the study of the material system not
only involves the level of constitution of substances, proper for the transition between the 18th and 19th centuries, but the level of molecular structures proper
for the second half of the 19th century and for current times. A suitable model
for chemical reactions at this level is that of graph rewrite rules (grammars)
operating over molecular structures [173, 174], where atoms of substrates are
mapped to atoms of products. This mapping is driven by a rule indicating which
bonds to break and to form. Such a rule is proper for each reaction type, for
example every Diels-Alder reaction requires a diene and a dienophile as part of
the substrates and the formation of an unsaturated six-member ring. The rule of
a Diels-Alder reaction then involves a grammar to rewrite the graph of starting
materials into the graphs of products. Endowed with this formalism, grammars
of chemical combination are translated into algorithms able to act upon the
chemical space to foresee the future of chemistry based upon known grammars.
In a temporal scale, the evolution of these grammars can be explored and can
be combined with data from the social and the semiotic systems to assess the
effect of those systems upon the evolution of the material system and upon the
selection of chemical grammars over the time.
The preceding example of applying grammars to molecular structures works
within a particular semiotic framework. At another level, the effect of the social
and material system upon the selection of the grammars of the semiotic system
of chemistry can be quantified. In this setting the objects of the semiotic system
are the alphabet and their combinations are ruled by possible grammars that
are influenced by social and chemical factors.

8.7

Formal concept analysis

An important subject in the evolution of chemistry is the evolution of chemical
concepts and the flow of ideas over time. This entails developing computational
schemes to identify concepts and track their dynamics. A suitable method to
detect those concepts, of proven use in chemistry [175, 176], is Formal Concept
Analysis (FCA) [177], a mathematical technique based on a context involving
objects, attributes and their relations. It detects concepts present in the given
context, which are characterised by gathering objects holding a particular subset
of attributes in a closed fashion. For example, the concept of chemical element
recent paper also discusses how in fields like economics, the past is being used to shed light
on contemporary life by using statistical methods [171].
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in Lavoisian times was regarded as a set of substances with no decomposition
reactions, which has evolved to a set of material species holding chemical equivalence, atomic number and lifetimes of at least 10−14 s [176]. As contexts can
be defined for particular periods of time, the evolution of concepts boils down to
analyse the concepts associated to the contexts of those periods, as exemplified
with the evolution of the concept of chemical element [176].
FCA, beyond finding concepts, allows for detecting relationships among
them, which are used to detect meaningful inferential rules of the given context and its conceptual structure. The application of FCA to different periods
of the evolution of the chemical knowledge may lead to different conceptual
structures, which can be compared in the search of isomorphism or conceptual
paths over the history.
It has been shown that concepts exhibit some geometrical properties such
as monotonicity, continuity and convexity, which are related to causality, action
control and generalisation and classification of knowledge [178]. This, applied
to the concepts detected through FCA, constitutes a promising line of research.

8.8

Text analysis & computational semiotics

Chemistry scientific publications constitute a corpus upon which the evolution of
concepts and thematics can be analysed using text analysis tools. The aim is to
use these techniques to convert language data to machine understandable form
and back again [179]. These tools become a complement to analyse for example
the evolution of the material system, where information on reaction conditions
and the methodological settings incorporated in reaction descriptions become
a complement to the linguistic approach to chemical reactions as rewrite rules.
This is an important addition, not only for the sake of completeness, but because
it has been found that scientific publications combining text and visualisations
may convey different stories using each one of the two communication channels
[180].
An important text analysis tool is text summarization, which results instrumental to analyse, for instance, minutes of industrial committees. Likewise, to
systematically build up summaries of chemical literature lacking them such as
old documents or scientific papers with no “abstract” component. Text analysis
tools are also important to quantify the size of the chemical community with
particular interests or associated to particular concepts or thematics. In this
setting the unveiled thematics are associated to authors, allowing the analysis
of the dynamics of concepts.
As chemical knowledge is encoded in a large corpus, computational methods
are required, which complement traditional bibliometric approaches. Computational semiotic methods may fill this gap. Some of these tools are devised to
analyse persuasion, for instance, through opposition analysis [181, 182], which
might cast light on the workings of innovation in chemistry and the effectiveness of communication channels to attain acceptance of ideas, theories, methods, substances and reactions, for instance. Another interesting semiotic tool is
provided by semantic vector spaces models, which allow for discovering combinatorial patterns of signs leading to inferring complex meaning structures such
as paradigmatic relations, which takes into account the degree of replaceability
of two signs in a corpus in such a manner that two signs are semantically similar
if they have similar combinatorial patterns [183]. We see here a strong formal
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similarity between paradigmatically related words, that is, words that can fill
similar positions in sentences, and chemical elements that can combine with similar classes of other elements [35], or substances that can replace each other in
many reaction contexts. Therefore, we see a strong potential for computational
semiotic methods in chemistry. Moreover, such methods are instrumental for
detecting similarity of chemical social structures, for instance. Likewise, they
can cast light on similar concepts over the history of chemistry.

8.9

Machine learning

Machine learning is a large and rapidly growing field that incorporates many
of the methods described in the previous sections. It can provide an abstract
perspective on the automatic extraction of patterns also in corpora of the type
typically occurring in chemistry. The analysis of chemical knowledge entails
finding patterns in a given chemical dataset as well as estimating new patterns
in- and outside the data based on the patterns learnt from the input data. Machine learning algorithms meet these aims by building mathematical models
based upon input data, which are used to make predictions or decisions. Machine learning approaches have found applications in most areas of knowledge,
for example in sociology they have been used to estimate outcomes of deadly
conflicts [184, 185], where the results are used to better understand the underlying processes and to sharpen the available theories [186]. The social system
of chemistry and the chemical knowledge could benefit from these approaches,
for example to understand crises in chemical knowledge and their relationship
with social driving forces. In terms of classifications, sociologists have used machine learning, for instance, to infer the social impacts of different public policies
[187]. In chemistry, similar approaches could be used to estimate the impact
upon chemical knowledge of political and environmental decisions, for instance.
Similar algorithms have found use in semiotics, for example for analysing media
discourses, which also combine text analysis techniques [188].
Chemistry has also benefited by incorporating machine learning algorithms,
which have allowed speeding up the unveiling of the chemical space [189, 190],
predicting properties of substances, optimising synthesis plans [191] and reviewing the chemical literature [45], among other applications [192, 193, 20].
Machine learning methods are a suitable computational tool to, for example,
determine the grammars of combination over the history of chemistry and to
determine how their population has evolved over the time as influenced by material, semiotic and social driving forces. They could also become instrumental
in the classification of chemical reactions according to their rewrite rules and
further reaction data and metadata available in large repositories. This may
be used to foresee the rise of new reaction classes and to detect the suitable
conditions facilitating those innovations.

9

Conclusions and outlook

Chemistry is not only of interest for chemists, but rather for the society at large,
as the output of this discipline is at the border between welfare and hazard of our
civilisation. Therefore, understanding chemical knowledge and its evolution is of
central importance. In this perspective we have introduced a formal setting for
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chemical knowledge as a complex dynamical system resulting from the mutual
interaction of the social, semiotic and material systems of chemistry. We provide
the mathematical formalisms that are better suited to describe the dynamics of
these systems, from which chemical knowledge emerges. Likewise, we present
the different data sources to carry out this research programme and discuss their
reaches and challenges. We have shown how different disconnected parts of this
programme have already started. It is the aim of this perspective to bring unity
to those efforts by providing formal structures traversal to them.47
Studying the evolution of chemical knowledge requires developing understanding among chemists, historians, sociologists, linguists, physicists, computer
scientists and mathematicians, among others. Besides gathering and curating
data, and selecting the right analytical methods, this interdisciplinary engagement is the current major challenge for these studies. This can be overcome
by breaking down the current walls separating disciplines through the creation
of educational and institutional research settings facilitating the interaction of
interdisciplinary teams. Although a couple of these spaces already exist, such as
the Santa Fe Institute, The Complexity Science Hub Vienna and the Max Planck
Institute for Mathematics in the Sciences, more institutions of these sorts are
needed. Overcoming the interdisciplinary challenge also requires an adjustment
of the funding system of research, allowing not only the traditional grant-funded
initiatives at individual universities or research institutes, but interdisciplinary
ones. Ecology, for instance, confronted a similar dare in the 1990s and came
up with an innovative solution through the launching of the National Center
for Ecological Analysis and Synthesis, mainly funded by the National Science
Foundation [170]. Chemistry being the highly productive scientific discipline it
is, which shapes and creates the world’s material resources, should it not follow
the steps of ecology?
At the educational front, the study of the evolution of chemical knowledge
involves building up interdisciplinary mentalities. Successful results in this direction have been obtained by the Santa Fe Institute through its on-site and
virtual courses and schools [195]. Although the advantages of interdisciplinary
thinking have been highlighted [196], chemistry has only devised pedagogical interdisciplinary strategies to specific local chemistry subdisciplines.48 Therefore,
efforts encompassing the whole chemistry community are mandatory. In the
meantime, interdisciplinary thinkers are needed, which in the realm of chemistry do not abound, perhaps as a consequence of the historical disciplinary aim
of producing new substances and chemical reactions [197].49
Chemistry has a tradition of secrecy that is tied to its historical commercial
and industrial links. Evolution of chemical knowledge studies, besides breaking
down academic barriers, need to overcome social ones, or at least negotiate them
in such a manner that industrial and proprietary information can be used for
the sake of chemical knowledge. This is not an utopia in our contemporary society and especially in the social system of chemical knowledge. The disciplinary
advantages of openness and data sharing are well documented [198, 199], and
chemistry is actually moving in the direction of open data, open source, and
47 A

recent call for a systems view of chemistry was reported by Anastas [194].
of these are found in several papers published over the years in the Journal of
Chemical Education.
49 This has been also argued as the cause of the lack of interest on the philosophical issues
of chemistry [6].
48 Examples
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open standards [200]. While freely available data are at hand, academic agreements can be signed between the industry and research institutions, where the
commercial interests of one part are guaranteed while providing access for the
purposes of this research programme. There is in fact evidence of such agreements, for example the one between Elsevier, owner of Reaxys, and our research
group and the different possibilities Web of Science [119] and Dimensions [120]
offer to dump data and to conduct analyses.
As Murray Gell-Mann pointed out, besides working on the specialities of
each discipline it is worth giving “a crude look at the whole” [201]. This has
been also the subject of recent discussion in archaeology, where the importance
has been recognised of devoting much more efforts to accessing, analysing, and
comparing different data sets to come up with explanations and insights that
could never emerge from the analysis of individual projects [170]. We believe this
is the situation of chemistry, with a rich past of patterns to be unveiled, which
are driven by several internal and external forces. The available formalisms,
data and computational facilities make this moment in the history of chemistry
ripe to undertake full understanding of the evolution of chemical knowledge,
with its implications for the narratives of the past and, above all, for the future
of chemistry and our civilisation.
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